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OVERVIEW

The fund invests in the equities of U.S.
companies with a range of market
capitalisations that we believe offer the best
potential for growth.
KEY FEATURES

»» U
 tilise more than two decades of
extensive research experience in growth
investing

Key Drivers of Performance
»»  During the new-year sell-off in the first half of February, the fund moved similarly to the U.S. market. However, the market rebounded in the second
		 half of the month, led by defensive, value and dividend-oriented securities. We generally take underweight positions in those stocks because of their
		 lower growth prospects over time. As a consequence, our quality-growth focus lagged in this short-term period.
»»  In this low-growth environment, companies with strong balance sheets that generate above average organic growth have typically been rewarded by
		 investors and that is where we are maintaining our focus. This thesis bore fruit as the fund made a strong comeback in March.
»»  Selection in the health care sector hindered results. We are finding resourceful and pioneering companies, particularly in biotechnology, 		
		 pharmaceuticals, health care services and health care technology. Nevertheless, the sector faces headwinds such as potential legislation targeting drug

»» A
 ctive management with a focus on topdown views and bottom-up fundamentals

		 price increases.

»» R
 esearch-driven approach identifies
opportunities by combining top-down
analysis and a research focus on key
growth characteristics

		 belief that the economy is not due for a recession.

PORTFOLIO FIT

This actively-managed fund seeks to provide
attractive returns through its emphasis on
higher growth companies primarily in large
and mid cap arenas.
FUND INFORMATION

I Share U.S. $ Acc. CUSIP: G17716153
I Share U.S. $ Acc. ISIN: IE00B296TP01

»»  Our underweight to the financials sector aided results as the sector had a loss. We have favoured transaction-oriented financial businesses given our

Market Overview
»»  Growth stocks had a small return in the first quarter during an exceptionally volatile start to the year. The market was led by value stocks, as evidenced
by the Russell 3000 Value Index’s 1.64% return versus the Russell 3000 Growth Index’s 0.34% gain.
»»  In the first half of the quarter, investors became more defensive and sold off growth equities on concerns over falling commodity prices, China’s
faltering growth, U.S. companies’ earnings weakness, and the potential for a U.S. recession.
»»  In the quarter’s second half, investors switched gears based on more positive economic data, which ignited a rally in cyclical and higher dividend stocks.
»»  Growth stocks returned to favour in mid-March when Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen said global risks would be taken into consideration before
deciding on additional interest rate increases.
PERFORMANCE DATA						
3-YEAR

5-YEAR

SINCE I SHARE
INCEPTION
(25/1/08)

SINCE A SHARE
INCEPTION
(27/11/07)

QTD

1-YEAR

I shares - U.S. $ Acc.

-3.92%

-5.77%

A shares - U.S. $ Acc.

-4.04%

-6.24%

9.06%

5.01%

N/A

3.19%

1.35%

1.78%

11.82%

11.58%

7.37%

6.33%

Calamos U.S. Growth Fund

S&P 500 Index
In Switzerland only, this document is available for retail
distribution. In other countries, this document does not
constitute an offer or solicitation to invest in the Fund. It is
directed only at professional/sophisticated investors and it
is for their use and information. This document should not
be shown or given to retail investors. Any entity responsible for forwarding this material to other parties takes
responsibility for ensuring compliance with the financial
promotion rules.

9.60%

5.54%

5.04%

N/A

Performance data quoted represents past performance, and may not be a reliable guide to future results. Performance data quoted does not include the Fund’s maximum 5% frontend sales charge. Had it been included, the Fund’s returns would have been lower. Performance shown reflects the management fee. All performance shown assumes reinvestment
of dividends and capital gains distributions. Returns for periods less than 12 months are not annualised. See “Important Information” on the last page for more information.
This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to invest in the Fund. It is directed only at professional/sophisticated investors and it is for their use and information. This document should not be
shown or given to retail investors. Any entity responsible for forwarding this material to other parties takes responsibility for ensuring compliance with the financial promotion rules.
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FUND HOLDINGS – CONTRIBUTORS
FIRM NAME

% OF FUND

FIRM PROFILE

ANALYSIS

Dollar General Corp.

2.0%

Dollar General is a discount retail chain store carrying name brand and

Dollar General shares traded well throughout the quarter, holding their

private brand options in a broad array of categories. Dollar General

value during the beginning of the period as recessionary fears gripped

operates over 11,000 stores throughout most of the U.S.

the economy and markets. They also rallied strongly after the company
posted robust fourth-quarter sales and margins.

Facebook, Inc.

3.9%

Facebook is a social networking company with products including

Facebook posted higher than expected revenues during the quarter with

Instagram, Messenger and WhatsApp.

higher advertising revenue growth and margin improvement.

FUND HOLDINGS – DETRACTORS
FIRM NAME

% OF FUND

FIRM PROFILE

ANALYSIS

Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

1.0%*

Alexion Pharmaceuticals is a U.S. biopharmaceutical company that

Alexion reported revenues broadly in-line with market expectations but

produces immune system medications and is best known for Soliris, which also encountered higher-than-expected foreign exchange headwinds.
is used by patients with a life-threatening blood disease.

While also providing strong guidance for 2016, its stock came under
pressure as high-priced specialised medicines and biotech stock in general
have been out of favour.

Tableau Software, Inc.

0.5%*

Tableau Software specialises in business intelligence visualisation and

Tableau shares fell after announcing disappointing quarterly results in

cloud-based software.

license growth. Tableau lowered guidance for 2016 revenue growth, but
improved margins.

*as of 29/2/16
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Outlook

SECTOR POSITIONING
SECTOR WEIGHTINGS
AS OF 31/3/16

We are encouraged that recent U.S. growth, employment gains and
consumer spending data support our view that a U.S. recession is not
imminent. The Fed’s and Chair Yellen’s recent comments point to more

Information Technology

Consumer Staples
Financials

announcements get underway this month, market expectations are
tempered, which should mitigate downward volatility.

equilibrium near quarter-end, but we believe caution remains prudent.
There are a number of uncertainties that could unsettle investors,
including the Brexit vote and the U.S. presidential election. Market anxiety

4.2%
2.9%

Telecommunication Services

1.7%

Materials

0.5%

Utilities

0.0%

0.6%
-1.6%
-0.8%

0.3%

10.4%
4.9%

Energy

Compared to the environment in January, the markets showed greater

2.4%

16.7%

Industrials

QUARTER-TO-QUARTER
CHANGE

12.2%
5.9%

18.8%

Health Care

volatility; the dollar has retreated from its highs; and commodity prices
have come back from their lows. As this next round of corporate earnings

33.1%

Consumer Discretionary

coordinated action among central banks, which could limit currency

OVER/UNDERWEIGHT VS.
S&P 500 INDEX

-5.5%

2.4%
0.7%
0.1%

-11.4%
-3.9%
-1.1%
-2.3%
-3.4%

0.4%
0.7%
0.5%
0.0%

Sector weightings exclude cash or cash equivalents, any government/sovereign bonds or instruments on broad indexes the portfolio may hold. Holdings and
weightings are subject to change daily. You can obtain a complete list of holdings by visiting www.calamos.com. Please see additional disclosures on last page.

could also circle back to China, Greece, or global central bank policy and

Positioning

coordination.

Early in the quarter, we believed the decline in stock prices was not reflective of a corresponding decline in fundamentals
and we remained cautiously optimistic throughout the quarter. Through patience and the use of higher cash levels, we

Given our view that the U.S. economy is positioned for slow expansion,

actively managed the portfolio through the heighted volatility, seeking to take advantage of market emotion. The portfolio’s

we believe growth-oriented stocks can perform well. We are emphasising

largest weightings are in information technology, consumer discretionary and health care. Our positioning reflects a

companies with quality fundamentals, such as good balance sheets

cautious but positive outlook and we are mindful of risk and valuation. Regardless of the sector, we seek to identify

and consistency of earnings in areas such as technology and consumer

companies with sustainable competitive advantages, accelerating fundamentals, growth potential uncaptured by current

discretionary. While we are selectively identifying cyclical growth

street estimates, and identifiable catalysts for unlocking the value potential. We remain cognisant of valuations within the

opportunities on a bottom-up basis, we believe a variety of factors—

portfolio and have reduced risk in higher valued names when given the opportunity.

including overall economic data, earnings growth and current capital
spending levels—do not currently make the case for a pronounced shift

While we were active in many sectors during the quarter, absolute and relative changes to the portfolio were moderate. We

into more cyclical growth fare.

added to energy and industrials as a weakening dollar and more accommodative global central banks created opportunities
for cyclicals. We reduced health care, where pricing is threatened because of high profile increases in specialised medicines
and political pressure to combat perceived gouging. Additionally, the Affordable Care Act may face scrutiny if a Republican
is elected president.
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Fund Quarterly Attribution
				
CONSUMER

ENERGY

MATERIALS

INDUSTRIALS DISCRETIONARY

CONSUMER			
STAPLES
HEALTH CARE FINANCIALS

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

TELECOM
SERVICES

UTILITIES

U.S. GROWTH FUND VERSUS S&P 500 INDEX (%)

Value Added
-0.09
from Sector
Value Added from
0.13
Selection & Interaction
Total Added Value
0.04

-0.04

-0.05

0.01

-0.22

-0.24

0.76

0.12

-0.13

-0.42

-0.01

-0.38

-0.50

-0.19

-2.07

-0.23

-1.10

-0.35

0.00

-0.05

-0.43

-0.49

-0.42

-2.31

0.53

-0.98

-0.47

-0.42

4.47

30.47

1.63

0.00

SECTOR WEIGHTS (AVERAGE % WEIGHT DURING THE QUARTER)

U.S. Growth Fund

3.54

0.19

9.16

18.22

4.89

18.31

S&P 500 Index

6.58

2.72

10.05

12.89

10.48

14.86

15.96

20.60

2.64

3.22

Over/underweight

-3.04

-2.53

-0.89

5.32

-5.58

3.44

-11.49

9.88

-1.01

-3.22

11.79

7.05

0.92

-0.81

1.37

-15.15

-10.00

-1.06

-3.76

0.00

S&P 500 Index

4.49

3.47

4.99

1.76

5.65

-5.42

-5.13

2.80

16.65

15.86

Relative Return

7.30

3.58

-4.07

-2.58

-4.28

-9.74

-4.87

-3.85

-20.41

-15.86

SECTOR RETURNS (%)

U.S. Growth Fund

Calculations may be subject to rounding.

Calamos U.S. Growth Fund is a sub-fund of
Calamos Global Funds PLC, an investment
company with variable capital incorporated
with limited liability in Ireland (registered
number 444463), and is authorised and
regulated by the Irish Financial Regulator as
an Undertaking for Collective Investment
in Transferable Securities (“UCITS”). The
Company is a recognised scheme in the
U.K. for the purposes of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000, but
is not authorised under such Act and
therefore investors will not be entitled to
compensation under the U.K. Financial
Services Compensation Scheme. Calamos
Global Funds PLC has been established as
an umbrella fund with segregated liability
between subfunds and is authorised
pursuant to the European Communities
(Undertakings for Collective Investment in
Transferable Securities) Regulations 2003
as amended. Calamos Investments LLP, is
authorised and regulated by the Financial

Conduct Authority, and is the distributor of
the Calamos Global Funds PLC.
Important Information. Portfolios are
managed according to their respective
strategies which may differ significantly
in terms of security holdings, industry
weightings, and asset allocation from
those of the benchmark(s). Portfolio
performance, characteristics and volatility
may differ from the benchmark(s) shown.
Average annual total return measures net
investment income and capital gain or loss
from portfolio investments as an annualised
average. All performance shown assumes
reinvestment of dividends and capital
gains distributions. The Fund also offers
Class X shares, the performance of which
may vary. Performance shown reflects the
management fee. The “Since Inception”
total return start date for the indexes and
risk reward characteristics information is
30 November, 2007, since comparative
index data is available only for full monthly

periods. The “Since Inception” start date for
the Fund is 27/11/07.
Returns net of fees include the investment
advisory fee charged by Calamos Advisors
LLC. Returns greater than 12 months
are annualised. All performance shown
assumes reinvestment of dividends and
capital gains distributions.
Sources for performance data: Calamos
Advisors LLC, RBC, Morningstar, Capital
IQ and BNY Mellon Performance & Risk
Analytics, LLC.
The Fund is offered solely to non-U.S. investors
under the terms and conditions of the fund’s
current prospectus. The prospectus contains important information about the Fund and should
be read carefully before investing. A copy of
the full and simplified prospectus for the Fund
may be obtained by visiting www.calamos.com/
global, or by contacting the local Paying Agent
listed by jurisdiction at www.calamos.com/
global, or through the fund’s Transfer Agent,
RBC Investor Services Ireland Limited.

In Switzerland, all important information such
as the constituents documents, the sales prospectus, the Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”) and the annual or semi-annual
report can be obtained free of charge from the
Swiss representative. The Swiss representative
is Acolin Fund Services AG, Affolternstrasse
56, 8050 Zürich. The Swiss paying agent is
NPB Neue Privat Bank AG, Limmatquai 1/am
Bellevue, CH-8022 Zürich.
S&P 500 Index is generally considered
Calamos Investments LLP
representative of the U.S. stock market.
62 Threadneedle Street | London EC2R 8HP
Unmanaged index returns assume reinvest- Tel: +44 (0)20 3744 7010 | www.calamos.com/Global
ment of any and all distributions and, unlike Calamos Investments LLC
fund returns, do not reflect fees, expenses or 2020 Calamos Court | Naperville, IL 60563-2787
sales charges. Investors cannot invest directly Tel: 877.663.8056 | www.calamos.com
in an index. The Russell 3000 Growth Index Calamos Global Funds PLC
measures the performance of the broad
c/o RBC Investor Services Ireland Limited
growth segment of the U.S. equity universe. Georges Quay House | 43 Townsend Street| Dublin 2 | Ireland
The Russell 3000 Value Index measures the Tel: +353 1 440 6555 | Fax: +353 1 613 0401
performance of the broad value segment of www.calamos.com/global
E-mail: dublin_ta_customer_support@rbc.com
the U.S. equity universe.
© 2016 Calamos Investments LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Calamos International LLP Distributor
Calamos® and Calamos Investments® are registered trademarks of
Calamos Investments LLC.
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